light into the light-reactive semiconducting material. The nanoscale ITO nanodome arrays efficiently focus the incoming light resulting in the enhanced solar cell performances, based on the enlarged current value. This was caused by the optical design to manipulate the light penetration through the Si material. Additionally, the electrical aspect also contributed to increase in current value due to excellent electrical conductivity of the ITO layer, providing an efficient route to collect photogenerated carriers, effectively.
This optically and electrically balanced design may be applied in the microlens-arrayed OLED devices. Instead of using the electrically nonconductive material, electrically conductive materials, such as ITO, can be considered for the light-modulating structure. This design would spontaneously provide the electrical advantages and maintain the optical benefit of light manipulation of the patterned structure. To realize these optical and electrical features, one may think of the patterned ITO arrays, which sit on the ITO anode layer. The carriers from organic (light-active) layers can easily reach the ITO anode and the emitted light can efficiently propagate through the patterned ITO arrays. Figure 1 is one of the possible schemes of the functional ITO patterns for efficient OLED. Double anode layers are proposed, where the film ITO is a conventional anode figure and the patterned ITO-array structure is for the functional light extraction. Besides the light management from the patterned ITO-array structure, the electrical conductivity would be enhanced according to double ITO layers. One may also consider that organic layer coating on the ITO arrays ( Figure 1, left) , if the organic materials can easily and uniformly be coated on the ITO arrays. As we achieve better performances from the double ITO layer designs, the metal insertion between two ITO layers is a promising approach to improve further electrical properties [4] .
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